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Abstract. George VI Ice Shelf (GVIIS), on the western side of the Antarctic Peninsula, is 24 

currently losing mass. Paleo observations suggest that atmospheric and oceanic warming in the 25 

early Holocene caused complete loss of the ice shelf, leading to the possibility that modern 26 

observed warming can initiate a similar loss. Ice shelf loss is assumed to be, primarily, a direct 27 

response to atmospheric and ocean warming through increased hydrofracture and basal melting. 28 

Here, however, we consider the hypothesis that increased lubrication of grounded ice is a further 29 

contributor to destabilizing the ice shelf, where the lubrication may come from processes such as 30 

increased surface meltwater percolating to the base of glaciers or changes in liquid water fluxes 31 

across the grounding line. Motivated by the differences in our observation-based strain-induced 32 

dynamic thickness change between 2013–2018 along the northern and southern sectors GVIIS 33 

which also experiences variable surface melt, we use an ice sheet model to investigate this 34 

hypothesis. We find that, as expected, reduced bed friction increases the flow of grounded ice. 35 

However, because of the unique ice flow and buttressing features of GVIIS, the increased ice 36 

flux across the grounding line also increases compression of the northern GVIIS, which makes it 37 

resistant to rifting and hydrofracture. In contrast, the southern GVIIS, which is fed by ice streams 38 

sitting on submarine beds, experiences continued divergence. We suggest that the associated 39 

strain thinning reduces buttressing of grounded ice, creating a positive feedback of accelerated 40 

ice inflow to the southern GVIIS and likely making it more vulnerable to future retreats than the 41 

northern sector. 42 

 43 

Plain language summary.  George VI Ice Shelf (GVIIS) on the western Antarctic Peninsula is 44 

currently thinning and the glaciers feeding the ice shelf are accelerating. Geologic evidence 45 

indicates that GVIIS had previously disappeared several thousand years ago as regional air and 46 
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ocean temperatures increased, similar to what the region is experiencing now. In this work, we 47 

use remote sensing and numerical modeling to show that the southern side is likely more 48 

vulnerable because of ice dynamics and thinning triggered by increased ice velocity and ice flux, 49 

in contrast to paleo observations that proposed that the past retreat proceeded from the north.  50 

 51 

1. Introduction 52 

The glaciers draining the Antarctic Peninsula (AP) have undergone widespread retreat and 53 

acceleration during recent decades (Pritchard et al., 2009; Scambos et al., 2009; Rignot et al., 54 

2019; Smith et al., 2020; Boxall et al., 2022; Wallis et al., 2023). The retreat has been linked 55 

primarily to increased ocean-induced bottom melting (Hogg and Gudmundsson, 2017; 56 

Adusumilli et al., 2018, 2020). Along the western AP, as with major parts of the West Antarctic 57 

Ice Sheet, a significant number of the outlet glaciers flow on retrograde bed slopes below sea 58 

level, where mass loss due to increased atmospheric (Cook and Vaughan, 2010) and oceanic 59 

warming (Pritchard et al., 2012) may be conditionally exacerbated by marine ice sheet instability 60 

(MISI) (Weertman, 1974; Schoof, 2007; Gudmundsson et al., 2012; Schannwell et al., 2018). 61 

Previous studies have also shown overall acceleration of western AP glaciers either for an earlier 62 

epoch (Hogg and Gudmundsson, 2017) or for glaciers north of GVIIS (Wallis et al., 2023).  63 

 64 

The largest ice shelf on the western AP, George VI Ice Shelf (GVIIS, Fig. 1), appears to be 65 

thinning by excessive ocean-induced basal melting (Pritchard et al., 2012; Shepherd et al., 2012; 66 

Adusumilli et al., 2018, 2020). GVIIS also experiences significant surface melt ponding in the 67 

summer, primarily on the northern sector (red box in Fig. 1; Banwell et al., 2021). Previous 68 

studies have identified increases in ice velocity of the glaciers and ice streams flowing into the 69 
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ice shelf (Hogg and Gudmundsson, 2017; Boxall et al., 2022). Rignot et al. (2019) calculated an 70 

ice discharge of ~79 Gt a-1 between 2009 and 2017 over an area of ~ 80 M km2 of GVIIS. This 71 

was an increase from their reported discharge of ~ 78.5 Gt a-1 between 1999 and 2010. Modeling 72 

studies suggest that the complete loss of GVIIS would trigger MISI, with a total contribution of 73 

~ 8 mm global sea level rise (Schannwell et al., 2018). Increased freshwater influx from basal 74 

melting and changing coastal geometry from a thinned ice shelf will also alter ocean circulation 75 

pathways in this biologically active region, and affect the Antarctic Coastal Current (Moffat et 76 

al., 2008) that delivers freshwater southward to the Amundsen Sea to modify ice shelf mel ting 77 

there (Flexas et al., 2022).  78 

 79 

The southern and northern sections of GVIIS, which we denote as GVIIS-S and GVIIS-N 80 

respectively, have distinct structure, topographic settings and connectivity to the Bellingshausen 81 

Sea (see Fig. 1, and Schannwell et al. (2018), their Fig. 1), and exhibit distinct behaviors over the 82 

period of satellite observations. Notably, much of GVIIS-N is fed by Palmer Land glaciers sitting 83 

on a bed above sea level, whereas GVIIS-S is fed by comparatively larger glaciers from a marine 84 

base (bed below sea level). The different pathways of warm Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) 85 

along troughs leading to the two calving fronts result in distinct properties of the water masses 86 

driving basal melting under GVIIS-S and GVIIS-N (Jenkins and Jacobs, 2008). Strong gradients 87 

of atmospheric conditions, coupling between the ocean and atmospheric forcing, and the region’s 88 

sensitivity to large-scale climate variability associated with the El Nino Southern Oscillation 89 

(ENSO) and the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) add complexity to the drivers of mass losses for 90 

each section of the ice shelf. 91 

 92 
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This complexity has led to uncertainty in the greatest risks to GVIIS. Holt et al. (2013) noted an 93 

increased frequency of calving along the southern calving front and postulated that GVIIS, 94 

although regarded as in no imminent danger of collapse, is more susceptible to breakup along its 95 

southern margin. Nine years later, Holt and Glasser (2022) concluded that GVIIS should be 96 

regarded as being on the brink of instability, with recently observed glaciological changes 97 

focused on GVIIS-N.   98 

 99 

Paleo records suggest that GVIIS previously disappeared when regional ocean and air 100 

temperatures were similar to the present day (Bentley et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2007). Together 101 

with marine geological data from the western AP shelf (e.g., Heroy and Anderson, 2007; Ó 102 

Cofaigh et al., 2014), which demonstrates deglaciation occurred earlier in the north and 103 

progressed southward, Smith et al. (2007) argued that the GVIIS retreated gradually from north 104 

to south. Geological data from Moutonnée Lake, a large epishelf lake on Alexander Island (~70º 105 

51’S, 68º 20’W), indicate that GVIIS disappeared in the Early Holocene (~9.6-7.7 ka before 106 

present (B.P.), where present is 1950), with the onset of retreat occurring at ~9.6 ka B.P., and 107 

was completely or partially reformed at this site by ~7.7 ka B.P. (Bentley et al., 2005; Smith et 108 

al., 2007). Additional evidence ~120 km to the south of Moutonnée Lake (Two Step Cliffs, Fig. 109 

1), suggest that the ice shelf was absent ~1.0 ka later at this site (~7.0-6.6 ka BP; Sugden and 110 

Clapperton, 1981). However, limited paleo proxies exist south of GVIIS.  111 

 112 

Several possible mechanisms leading to GVIIS collapse exist, including the well-known ones of 113 

hydrofracture, and increased rifting as the ice shelf thins and shear margins weaken. Here, 114 

however, we explore a new hypothesis: “Acceleration of grounded glaciers flowing into GVIIS 115 
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from Palmer Land is weakening GVIIS-S by increased strain-induced dynamic thinning”. This 116 

hypothesis reflects the possibility that grounded glaciers might accelerate due to processes 117 

occurring upstream of the grounding line rather than loss of buttressing by mass reduction of the 118 

ice shelf. Upstream processes include enhanced lubrication from surface melt water penetration 119 

to the bed, and seawater incursions along existing subglacial channels (e.g., Chen et al., 2023). 120 

We use a numerical model to show that the ice shelf will respond by generation of regions of 121 

enhanced dynamic thinning, and hypothesize that this will create a positive feedback as reduced 122 

buttressing from the ice shelf allows the grounded glaciers to accelerate further.  123 

 124 

2. Study area and datasets used 125 

2.1 George VI Ice Shelf (GVIIS): Setting 126 

GVIIS (Fig. 1) is the largest ice shelf on the western AP (~ 23,000 km2; Adusumilli et al., 2020). 127 

GVIIS has two calving fronts ~ 450 km apart. The outlet glaciers feeding GVIIS have 128 

accelerated in recent decades but grounding line positions have remained relatively stable since 129 

the mid-1990s (Boxall et al., 2022). Average melt rates during 1994-2018 are ~ 4.3 ± 2.2 m a-1, 130 

equivalent to a total meltwater flux of 88.8 ± 45.7 Gt a-1 (Adusumilli et al., 2020). Measurements 131 

suggest a net thinning (Fricker and Padman, 2012; Paolo et al., 2015) and mass loss (Rignot et 132 

al., 2013; Adusumilli et al., 2020); however, averaged over the entire ice shelf, the mass change 133 

is within the range of uncertainty. The relatively high basal melt rates are driven by intrusions of 134 

warm (~ 1 °C) CDW. Access holes through the ice shelf indicate that the water column is 135 

strongly stratified, with a maximum temperature of ~ 1.29 °C (Middleton et al., 2022).  Each 136 

summer, GVIIS-N experiences extensive surface melt and persistent melt ponding (Fig. 1; 137 

Banwell et al., 2021). On the Palmer Land side, the major outlet glaciers draining into GVIIS-S 138 
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sit on retrograde bed slopes below sea level (Fig. 1) with implications for unrestricted flow of the 139 

grounded ice (through MISI) if the ice shelf disintegrates.  140 

 141 

Figure 1: George VI Ice Shelf in the AP with bed topography from BedMachine (Morlighem et 142 

al., 2020) to identify regions below sea level, and ice velocity streamlines (2018) using ITS_LIVE 143 

(Gardner et al., 2018). The black boxes (20×10) km extent are used for ice flux estimates. 144 

Glaciers and locations discussed in the text are Ryder (R) and Goodenough (G) glaciers, ERS 1 145 

and 2 (E) and Cryosat (C) ice streams, Moutonée Lake (M), Fossil Bluff (F), Two Step Cliffs (T), 146 

Marguerite Bay (MB), and Eklund Islands (EI). Black line near E roughly follows an ice divide 147 

and delineates the northern and southern sectors of GVIIS. The red box is the general location of 148 

summer surface melt ponds. The purple box locates the region in the southern sector that is 149 

identified as vulnerable in the future by modeling studies (Schannwell et al., 2018).  150 
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 151 

2.2 Datasets 152 

We use ice velocity data from ITS_LIVE (Gardner et al., 2018), grounding lines from SCAR and 153 

InSAR compilations (Rignot et al., 2022), and ice thickness and bedrock topography from 154 

BedMachine V3 (Morlighem et al., 2020). We also use ice sheet model Úa (Gudmundsson et al., 155 

2020) for strain rate calculations and experiments with basal friction (see Section 3.5). The 156 

velocity fields are used to calculate the ice flow streamlines, strain rates, and dynamic thickness 157 

change. Ice thickness and velocity are both used to calculate ice discharge.  158 

 159 

3. Methods  160 

With changing ice velocities, the dynamic components that are most likely to affect the stability 161 

of an ice shelf include ice discharge rates from the grounding line (“ice flux”), effective strain 162 

rates, and strain-induced dynamic thinning (also referred as “dynamic thinning”). Below we 163 

describe the methodology to quantify each of these.   164 

 165 

3.1 Velocity changes 166 

We calculate the differences in velocity from 2013 to 2018 using ∆𝑣 = 𝑣(2018) −167 

𝑣(2013) from ITS_LIVE velocities (Gardner et al., 2018) for each year. Here v(2013) and 168 

v(2018) are ITS_LIVE velocities from the two years. We chose these years because complete 169 

coverage of GVIIS is available only since 2013, and ITS_LIVE annual values are available only 170 

up to 2018. We exclude data where the velocities are <1 m a-1 or > 2000 m a-1, and where the 171 

velocity error is >15 m a-1. While these numbers are arbitrary choices, we used them because we 172 

are not interested in velocities that are too slow or too fast or have a larger error associated with 173 
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them. Values that are too fast or too slow could also be because of artifacts in the dataset. We 174 

smooth the velocity fields with a gaussian filter at 4000 m for all analyses in this work.  175 

 176 

3.2 Velocity streamlines  177 

We created a set of velocity streamlines (Fig. 1) that originate ~ 40 km upstream of the 178 

grounding line and run along the centerline of the glaciers originating from Palmer Land using 179 

built-in MATLAB functions on the 2018 ITS_LIVE velocity field.  Some of the larger outlet 180 

glaciers, such as the Goodenough Glacier and the ERS 1 and 2 Ice Stream, are represented by 181 

more than one streamline to account for multiple tributaries and larger glacier widths (Fig. 1). 182 

Since the glaciers streaming from Alexander Island onto GVIIS are much smaller, we do not 183 

identify their streamlines or calculate the impact of their changing flows on the ice shelf.  184 

 185 

3.3 Ice shelf effective strain rates and dynamic thinning  186 

For studying the dynamic changes near the grounding zone and an ice shelf, commonly the 187 

steady-state mass balance equation is invoked as in Eq. (1): 188 

𝜕𝐻

𝜕𝑡
=  −𝛻. (𝐻𝑈) + �̇� − �̇�𝑏 − �̇�𝑆                                                                                  (1) 189 

where H is the change in ice thickness through time t, U is the depth averaged ice velocity, 190 

assumed to be the same as the observed surface velocity, �̇�𝑆 is the surface melt and �̇�𝑏 is the 191 

basal melt. The first term on the right represents the strain-induced dynamic thinning term and 192 

can be expanded as  193 

𝐷 = 𝐻 (
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
) + (𝑢

𝜕𝐻

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑣

𝜕𝐻

𝜕𝑦
)                                                                                (2) 194 

where u and v are the x and y components of U.  195 
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We assume that over an ice shelf, the vertical shear stress can be ignored (LeDoux et al., 2017); 196 

therefore, the strain rates can be approximated by the terms within the first parenthesis of Eq. (2), 197 

as in Das et al. (2020). The effective strain rates are second invariants of the strain rate tensor. 198 

We ignore the shear components of strain rate because we are interested in the strain-induced 199 

dynamic thinning, which we approximate by changes in the x and y components of ice velocity. 200 

Strain-induced dynamic thinning is calculated using all the terms of Eq. (2) for each of 2013 and 201 

2018. We then use the difference to estimate the rate of dynamic thickness change of the ice 202 

shelf for that period.  203 

 204 

3.4 Ice flux along the grounding line 205 

The streamlines are roughly oriented along the fastest and thickest central parts of each glacier, 206 

where the ice acceleration is also generally more pronounced. We estimate the ice fluxes, F(t), 207 

within the 20×10 km area around each streamline along the grounding line (Fig. 1, black boxes) 208 

for each of 2013 and 2018 as the product of the mean ice velocity vmean and ice thickness Hmean 209 

and density of ice ρ=916.7 kg m-3, converted to the units of Gt km-1 a-1.   210 

𝐹 = 𝑣𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 × 𝐻𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 × 𝜌                                                                                                              (3) 211 

Ice flux change (∆F) along the streamlines is then calculated as ∆F=F(2018)-F(2013). For the 212 

larger glaciers, where we have multiple streamlines along the glacier, the value of ∆F around 213 

each streamline is provided separately.  214 

      215 

3.5. Model details 216 

For model-based calculations we use the finite element ice sheet model Úa (Gudmundsson, 217 

2020). This uses the Shallow-Shelf Approximation (MacAyeal, 1989), a 2-dimensional 218 
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approximation which integrates over depth. Ice flow is controlled by Glen’s flow law (Glen, 219 

1958); 220 

�̇�𝑖𝑗 = 𝐴𝜏𝑒
𝑛−1𝜏𝑖𝑗                                                                                          (4) 221 

where �̇�𝑖𝑗 are components of the strain rate tensor, 𝐴 is a rate factor, 𝜏𝑒 is the effective stress, 𝜏𝑖𝑗 222 

are components of the deviatoric stress tensor, and the exponent 𝑛 is set equal to 3. 223 

 224 

For basal drag, we use Weertman’s sliding law (Weertman, 1957), 225 

𝜏𝑏 = 𝐶−
1
𝑚 (‖𝑣𝑏‖2)

1−𝑚
2𝑚 𝑣𝑏                                                                                   (5) 226 

 227 

where 𝜏𝑏 is basal stress, C is a sliding parameter, 𝑣𝑏 is basal velocity and the exponent m is set to 228 

3. 229 

 230 

The unstructured triangular meshes for Úa are generated using Mesh2D (Engwirda, 2014). In 231 

this work we use two meshes covering the George VI area, on a rectangle with boundaries at x = 232 

-2100 km and -1700 km, y = 900 km and 550 km in polar stereographic coordinates, with 233 

uniform resolutions of 4 km and 10 km. 234 

 235 

The 4-km smoothed velocities are interpolated onto each mesh, and used as the observational 236 

input for an inversion process in Úa, in order to produce fields of values for basal sliding 237 

parameter C and rate factor A. This method involves minimizing a cost function J of form 238 

𝐽 = 𝐼 + 𝑅,                                                                                                                          (6) 239 

where 𝐼 is a misfit function given by 240 

𝐼 =
1

2𝐴
∫ ((𝑢 − 𝑢𝑜𝑏𝑠 )/𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑟)

2
 𝑑𝐴 +

1

2𝐴
∫ ((𝑣 − 𝑣𝑜𝑏𝑠)/𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑟)

2
 𝑑𝐴                                         (7) 241 
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and 𝑅 is a regularization term given by 242 

𝑅 = ∑
1

2𝐴
∫ (𝛾𝑠

2 (𝛻(𝑝𝑘 − 𝑝𝑘,𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟))
2

+ 𝛾𝑎
2(𝑝𝑘 − 𝑝𝑘,𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟)

2
)  𝑑𝐴

𝑘=1,2

                                 (8) 243 

 244 

in which 𝐴 = ∫ 𝑑𝐴 is the total area, u and v are the modeled velocity components, uobs and vobs 245 

are the observed velocity components, uerr and verr are the observational errors, 𝛾𝑠 and 𝛾𝑎 are 246 

slope and amplitude regularization parameters, 𝑝1 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝐴, 𝑝2 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝐶 and 𝑝𝑘,𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟  are prior 247 

values, or initial estimates, for the parameters 𝑝𝑘 . More details on the inversion process in Úa 248 

can be found in Barnes et al. (2021) and its applications in Das et al. (2023). 249 

 250 

The inversion outputs are used in calculations of velocities within the model. These are snapshot 251 

calculations with no time dependence, using the geometry from BedMachine and not evolving 252 

the ice thickness. The velocities are calculated in three different cases. Firstly, we use the 253 

original inversion outputs, fields of values for A and C derived from the process described above. 254 

To investigate the effect of variability in basal friction, which is an uncertainty within the model 255 

as it is not an observed quantity, we perform two more calculations with the values of C across 256 

the entire domain multiplied by 0.95 (a 5% reduction in the sliding parameter) and by 1.05 (a 5% 257 

increase to the sliding parameter). For all the calculated velocities, the components of the strain 258 

rate tensor are then calculated as stated in section 3.3. Within the model domain, the calculation 259 

is performed on six integration points within each finite element, defined by Gauss-Jacobi 260 

quadrature. 261 

3.6 Strain rate and qualitative length-scale analysis 262 

The appropriate length-scales for smoothing the velocity fields and calculating strain rates is an 263 

ongoing topic of much discussion (e.g. Alley et al., 2018). On Ross Ice Shelf, Das et al. (2020) 264 
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used a 15 km velocity smoothing window to calculate strain rates, based on scales of 265 

uncertainties in both ice thickness and velocity. However, it is not necessarily easy to identify 266 

what grid resolution is needed for ice shelves. Because of the size of GVIIS and its smaller ice 267 

streams and glaciers, a 15 km grid will undesirably smooth out the dynamic changes of the 268 

individual glaciers. To assess length-scales (e.g., Alley et al., 2018), we calculate strain rates 269 

using a 4 km square grid using ITS_LIVE velocities explained in the previous sections and 270 

compare with a 4 and 10 km grid calculated using the ice flow model Úa, also described in the 271 

previous sections. 272 

4. Results  273 

 4.1 Velocity changes on the GVIIS grounding zone and on the ice shelf 274 

The change in velocity from 2013 to 2018 within the 20×10 km boxes defining grounded glacier 275 

and ice stream outlets (Fig. 2) show a coherent increase in annual velocity during this period on 276 

many of the outlet glaciers from Palmer Land side of GVIIS. The average velocity increase (∆𝑣) 277 

between 2013 and 2018 is ~ 16 m a-1 (~ 8%) within all the boxes. We express the velocity 278 

increase (∆𝑣) as a percentage change from 2013 in Fig. 2a to demonstrate the significance. The 279 

actual ∆𝑣 along the streamlines of the major outlet glaciers are shown in the panels of Fig. 2b-c. 280 

These outlet glaciers are among the fastest changing regions of GVIIS. The average ∆𝑣 on the 281 

ice shelf is ~ 12 m a-1 (~ 7%) with the southern sector experiencing a larger ∆𝑣 than the northern 282 

sector. The area within these boxes covers the grounding zone as well as an extended section 283 

upstream along the centerline of each glacier. The velocity increase over the ERS Ice Stream 284 

grounding zone is one of the larger increases on GVIIS with an average of ~ 33.4 m a-1 (Fig. 2a, 285 

c). The mean velocity increase of the glaciers located immediately south of ERS and north 286 

CryoSat (between E1 and C1 streamlines, Fig. 2a-b) is ~ 44 m a-1. This region between ERS and 287 
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Cryosat ice streams is experiencing the largest velocity increase on the ice shelf. This region on 288 

the ice shelf is almost freely floating without impinging on either Alexander or Eklund Islands 289 

and is important for the stability of GVIIS-S. 290 

 291 

Figure 2: ITS_LIVE velocity on grounding zone of GVIIS glaciers: (a) Difference in velocity (%) 292 

between 2013 and 2018 along the 20×10 km boxes in Fig. 1 along the grounding zones and 293 
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streamlines on the ice shelf. The major glaciers include the Ryder Glacier (R), the Goodenough 294 

Glacier (G), the ERS 1 and 2 ice stream (E) and the CryoSat Ice Stream (C); (b) Velocity 295 

difference (∆𝑣) between 2013 and 2018 for Ryder, Goodenough glaciers and CryoSat Ice 296 

Stream; (c) ∆𝑣 between 2013 and 2018 on the ERS 1 and 2 ice streams. The black line shows the 297 

approximate position of the GL from Fig. 1. 298 

 299 

The mean velocity increase along the grounding zones of the other larger glaciers including 300 

Goodenough (G) Ryder (R), and CryoSat (C) is ~ 8 m a-1 (Fig. 2a, b). Unlike other ice shelves, 301 

the velocity does not keep increasing in the direction of ice flow along the streamlines as ice 302 

moves away from the grounding zone (Fig. 2a, 2b-c). GVIIS is unique because ice sourced from 303 

some glaciers from the Palmer Land side impinge on Alexander and Eklund Islands, and the non-304 

uniform velocity response likely results from the backstress these glaciers receive from the 305 

grounded regions. In the case of the ERS Ice Stream and the glaciers south of it, the velocity 306 

increase upstream is > 30% (Fig. 2a). While the source of velocity increase for ERS and glaciers 307 

south of it is unknown, we speculate that the surface meltwater reaching the bed near Ryder 308 

Glacier (Pedley et al., 1988) provides the basal lubrication required for local acceleration at the 309 

grounding zone, which slows further downstream (Fig. 2b).  310 

 311 

4.2 Effective strain rates of GVIIS during 2013 and 2018 312 

Estimates of strain rates (units of a-1) from ITS_LIVE velocities (4 km, Fig. 3 a-b) and strain 313 

rates from modeled velocities in Úa (4 km, Fig. 3c–3d; 10 km Fig. 3e–3f) show similar large-314 

scale spatial patterns and variabilities in the observed and modeled values. The observed sets are 315 

more detailed, although has a higher likelihood of noise. The strain rate fields calculated from Úa 316 
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are smoother, as noise in the observations is removed by regularization within the inversion 317 

process. This means that the strain fields from Úa show less detail than the observations, but are 318 

useful for capturing large scale patterns more clearly. Here, positive sign indicates divergence 319 

implying strain thinning and negative sign indicates compressive strain rates that lead to 320 

localized thickening of the ice shelf. On GVIIS-S, dynamic thinning is experienced in the region 321 

bordered by ERS (E) and CryoSat (C) ice streams (Fig. 3). The velocity increase of this band is 322 

discussed in Section 4.1.  323 
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  324 

 325 

Figure 3: Strain rates calculated at 4 km and 10 km grid spacing (a) for 2013 using ITS_LIVE 326 

(b) for 2018 using ITS_LIVE (c) Strain rates simulated using Úa for 2013 at 4 km (d) Strain 327 
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rates simulated using Úa for 2018 at 4 km (e) Strain rates simulated using Úa for 2013 at 10 km 328 

(f) Strain rates simulated using Úa for 2018 at 10 km.  329 

 330 

4.3 Length scales of effective strain rates on GVIIS 331 

For this work, we use a 4-km length scale for all analyses, as a compromise between 332 

measurement noise and width of individual glaciers and ice streams (see Section 3.6). We also 333 

calculate strain rates on a 10 km mesh using Úa (Fig. 3e-f). The 10 km strain rate product is 334 

smoother than the 4 km product, but we lose information of the small-scale variations in strain 335 

rates. In this work, we use the 4 km grid for both observation-based and modeled strain rates to 336 

calculate dynamic thinning to preserve the local variability of strain rates that are difficult to 337 

observe in the 10 km grid.  338 

 339 

4.4 Increased ice flux across Palmer Land grounding zone and dynamic thickness change 340 

Most outlet glaciers have experienced increased ice flux between 2013 and 2018 along the 20×10 341 

km boxes near the grounding line for each streamline, particularly on the GVIIS-S sector that 342 

also has thicker ice (Fig. 4a) and a submarine, retrograde bed (Fig. 1). ERS Ice Stream is the 343 

largest ice stream on the ice shelf, and is experiencing one of the highest increases in ice flux ∆F 344 

by 21 ± 19 Gt km-1 a-1 between 2013 and 2018 (Fig. 4a). The glaciers bounded by ERS and 345 

Cryosat forming the freely floating region discussed earlier has an average ∆F of 20 ± 11 Gt km-1 346 

a-1, also a high value similar to ERS Ice Stream. Cryosat, Ryder and Goodenough each 347 

experienced flux increases during the same period, with  ∆F values of 2.4 ± 2.4, 2.4± 2.2, 5 ± 4.3 348 

Gt km-1 a-1, respectively. The mean ∆F during 2013–2018 for all the 20×10 km boxes of GVIIS 349 

were 8.9 ± 6.8 Gt km-1 a-1. Our results show that the strain-induced dynamic thickness change 350 
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increases progressively from north to south (Fig. 4b). Near the Eklund Islands, where recent 351 

calving events have concentrated, the strain-induced dynamic thickness change between 2013 352 

and 2018 is ~ 2 m a-1, (Fig. 4b) and is of the same order of magnitude as the basal melting rates 353 

from previous studies.  354 

 355 
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 356 

Figure 4:  Ice flux change (∆F) along the grounding zone of the glaciers and strain-induced 357 

dynamic thickness change on GVIIS. (a) Circles upstream of the grounding zone indicate 358 

changes in ice flux (∆F) between 2013 and 2018 along the 20×10 km boxes around the 359 

streamlines of the outlet glaciers in Gt km -1 a-1. Filled color on the ice shelf: ice thickness (m). 360 
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(b) Circles on grounded streamlines: as in panel (a). Colored streamlines: Observation-based 361 

strain-induced dynamic thickness change rates (using 4 km strain rate values from Fig. 3a-b) on 362 

the ice shelf (m a-1).  363 

 364 

4.5. Changes in modeled strain rates of GVIIS with changes in basal friction C  365 

We carry out some simple simulations to investigate the effect of changing basal sliding, which 366 

can be seen as a proxy for basal lubrication due to subglacial discharge resulting in a scenario 367 

where ice velocity at the grounding zone increase. Taking the output from an inversion in Úa, we 368 

change the basal sliding parameter by 5% in each direction and recalculate strain rates from the 369 

resulting modeled velocity fields. The results are shown in Fig. 5a–b. When the sliding 370 

parameter is increased, the increase in velocity of the glaciers flowing into GVIIS results in a 371 

more compressive regime in the narrow northern section (Fig. 5b), comparatively little overall 372 

change in the strain on the southern sector, and a more divergent regime in the Ronne Entrance. 373 

Part of the southern sector does have a slight divergence signal, although much lower in 374 

magnitude than the changes elsewhere in the domain, on the order of 10-5 a-1. When lowering the 375 

basal sliding, the opposite is true, although it is not clear what actual processes could result in a 376 

higher value of C. The modeled velocities used in this case are calculated instantaneously with a 377 

new value of C on the same geometry, but if allowed to evolve over time differences in thickness 378 

may also result, which could lead to further changes in the strain regimes. 379 

 380 
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 381 

Figure 5: Strain rate (a-1) differences Original- percent changes in the value of C using Úa (a) 382 

5% increase and (b) 5% decrease in C from the original shows only the northern half (north of 383 

streamline E1) is sensitive to changes ice flux across the grounding line in the shorter term.   384 

 385 

5. Discussion 386 

 387 

The observed increase in velocity at the grounding zone and on the ice shelf from 2013 to 2018 388 

is consistent with Boxall et al. (2022), who used Copernicus Sentinel 1A/B between 2014 and 389 

2020 over GVIIS outlet glaciers. Their austral summer velocity increase rates of ~ 22 m a-1 and ~ 390 

15% increase near the grounding zone is consistent with our mean annual velocity change of ~ 391 

16 m a-1 during 2013-2018 along the grounding zones of the Palmer Land outlet glaciers. 392 

Furthermore, between 1992 and 2015, a 13% increase in ice velocity was observed on the 393 

Western Palmer Land (Hogg et al., 2017).  394 

 395 

The error estimates are calculated separately for the strain thinning and ice flux as follows:  396 
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∈𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑥= ∆𝐹𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛√[(
∈𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦2013

𝑀𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦2013
)

2

+ (
∈𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦2018

𝑀𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦2018
)

2

+ (
∈𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝑀𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠
)

2

]                                 (9) 397 

 398 

where ∈𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑥 is the error in ice flux in Gt km-1 a-1, ∆𝐹𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 is the mean flux change within the 399 

20×10 km boxes, ∈ is the standard deviations of the various components, M is the mean of the 400 

various components used in calculating the ice flux.  401 

 402 

Figure 6: Error estimates in dynamic thickness change on the ice shelf and ice flux calculated 403 

within each 20×10 boxes 404 

 405 

The errors in dynamic thinning are calculated for each component of velocity for both 2013 and 406 

2018. The error in ice thickness is counted twice because of the two years used in dynamic 407 

thinning calculations.  408 

  409 
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∈𝐷𝑇=410 

√𝐷𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓
2 [(

∈𝑋𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦2013

𝑀𝑋𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦2013
)

2

+ (
∈𝑌𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦2013

𝑀𝑌𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦2013
)

2

+ 2 (
∈𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝑀𝐼𝑐𝑒𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠
)

2

+ (
∈𝑋𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦2018

𝑀𝑋𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦2018
)

2

+ (
∈𝑌𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦2018

𝑀𝑌𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦2018
)

2

]   411 

(10) 412 

where ∈𝐷𝑇 is the error in dynamic thinning (m a-1), 𝐷𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 is the difference in dynamic thinning 413 

between 2013 and 2018, ∈ terms within the square root are the standard deviations of the various 414 

components, and the M components are the average values of those components.  415 

 416 

Our error ranges for ice fluxes are quite high for some regions because of the large variability of 417 

the velocity and ice thickness along the 20×10 km boxes (Fig. 6). These boxes are located 418 

roughly along the centerlines of the glaciers where the variability in both ice thickness and 419 

velocity are the highest. The standard deviation of velocity within the 20×10 regions is the 420 

largest contributor of errors in our estimates. The dynamic thinning, on the other hand, is 421 

calculated only on the ice shelf where the variability of ice thickness and velocity changes are 422 

relatively smaller than the grounding zone areas, and therefore the errors in dynamic thinning are 423 

also low.  424 

 425 

An important simulation experiment shows that with little decrease in basal friction C upstream 426 

of the grounding zone, GVIIS-N becomes more compressive. We anticipate that as ice flux 427 

increases in the northern sector, the ice shelf may temporarily become more compressive until 428 

ice loss also increases through the calving front. GVIIS-N has less occurrences of fractures 429 

despite the presence of pervasive melt ponds, primarily due to its compressive stress regime. 430 

This might suggest that although the ice flux and the prevalence of melt ponds increases, the 431 

northern part may be resistant to hydrofracture, at least until competing processes take over.  432 
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On the other hand, the same basal friction C simulation shows that GVIIS-S continues to 433 

experience diverging ice strain rates independent of the changes in basal friction. The southern 434 

calving edge is also identified by Fürst et al., (2016) as a vulnerable part of the ice shelf. This 435 

sector also experiences extensive basal melting on the order of ~ 3-4 m a-1 (Adusumilli et al., 436 

2020; 2018) due to warmer ocean temperatures at depth (Giulivi et al., 1997; Jenkins and Jacobs, 437 

2008). Our estimates of strain-induced dynamic thickness change rates of ~ 2 m a-1 or higher is 438 

comparable to the basal melt rates here. The southern sector has thicker ice and has larger ice 439 

streams located on retrograde bed slopes below sea level (Fig. 1). Based on these results, we 440 

suggest that in the near future, GVIIS-S is more susceptible to unstable changes, and ice 441 

dynamics precondition the ice shelf for a rapid retreat.  442 

 443 

However, this contrasts with the Early Holocene retreat of GVIIS that is hypothesized to have 444 

progressed from north to south (Smith et al., 2007). The period of absence of George VI Ice 445 

Shelf between ~9.6-7.7 ka B.P, immediately postdates evidence for warmer sea surface 446 

temperatures (Shevenell et al., 2011; Etourneau et al., 2013) and ice core evidence of a 447 

widespread Early Holocene climatic optimum ~11.5-9.0 ka B.P (Masson et al., 2000; Mulvaney 448 

et al., 2012).  These results, interpreted through modern observations of basal melting and 449 

surface melt water ponding, suggest that the Early Holocene retreat was driven by a combination 450 

of surface and basal melting. Similar warming conditions exist on GVIIS in recent years as well, 451 

and are believed to be the primary drivers of modern ice shelf mass loss.  452 

 453 

Dynamic thinning redistributes mass on an ice shelf, and thinning in vulnerable regions and 454 

retreats of ice fronts will make the ice shelf dynamically unstable. The relative roles of 455 
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hydrofracture of the northern, thinner portion of the ice shelf and the reduced buttressing of the 456 

large fluxes from the relatively larger southern glaciers and ice streams will determine whether 457 

future loss proceeds from the north or the south.  458 

 459 

6. Conclusions  460 

In this work we use satellite remote sensing data and numerical modeling to examine the 461 

vulnerability of George VI Ice Shelf, Antarctic Peninsula that has been undergoing extensive 462 

basal melting and has been recently deemed unstable. We observe increased strain induced 463 

dynamic thickness change on the southern sector of GVIIS of > 2 m a-1 which is comparable to 464 

the basal melt rates from previous satellite-derived estimates and demonstrate the importance of 465 

dynamic changes on an ice shelf. Our observations of strain-induced dynamic thickness change, 466 

ice velocity and ice flux increase across the grounding zone of the southern part of George VI 467 

shows that it is currently more vulnerable than the northern sector. This is in sharp contrast to 468 

limited paleo observations that suggest that the early Holocene retreat of George VI proceeded 469 

from North to South, and both atmospheric and ocean conditions were responsible for the 470 

disintegration. To explore the dynamic differences between GVIIS-N and GVIIS-S, we use a 471 

numerical model and change the basal friction parameter C by 5% in either directions. We find 472 

that even with this small reduction in C, the northern sector becomes more compressive, which 473 

makes it resistant to hydrofracture despite the proliferation of surface melt ponds there. On the 474 

other hand, the southern sector continues to experience diverging strain rates for the same 475 

numerical setup. Based on our observations of change in velocity, ice flux and dynamic thinning, 476 

we conclude that: basal lubrication of southern glaciers and ice streams may increase grounded 477 

ice loss; and a positive feedback between ice discharge and dynamic thinning on vulnerable 478 
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regions of an ice shelf can act over short time scales to precondition the ice shelf collapse in the 479 

future. 480 

 481 
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